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Reusi Dat Ton is a little known aspect of traditional Thai healing and culture. It consists of:  
breathing exercises, self-massage, acupressure, dynamic exercises, poses, mantras, visualization and 
meditation. 
 
“Reusi” in Thai, from the Sanskrit Rishi, is an Ascetic Yogi or Hermit. “Dat” means to stretch, 
adjust or train. “Ton” is a classifier  used for a Reusi and also means oneself.   So “Reusi Dat Ton” 
means the Hermit’s or Yogi’s self-stretching or self-adjusting exercises. Reusis were also known  as 
“Jatila,” Yogi,” and “Chee Prai.” The Reusis were custodians and practitioners of various ancient arts 
and sciences such as: alchemy, tantra, yoga, natural medicine, music, mathematics, astrology, palmistry, 
etc.  They have counterparts in many ancient cultures,  such as: the  Siddhas  of India, the  Yogis of 
Nepal and Tibet, the Immortals of China, the Vijjadharas of Burma and the Cambodian  Eysey (from 
the Pali word for Reusi, Isii) 
 
There are different Reusi traditions within Thailand. There  is a Southern  Thai/Malay Tradition, 
a Northeastern Thai/Lao Tradition, a Central Thai/Khmer Tradition and a Northern 
Thai/Burmese/Tibetan Tradition. In Thailand, there are Reusis as far South as Kanchanaburi Province 
who follow the Northern Thai/Burmese/Tibetan Reusi Tradition. 
 
A typical Reusi Dat Ton program would begin with breathing exercises and self-massage, followed by 
dynamic exercises and poses (some  of which involve  self acupressure) and finish with visualization, 
mantras and meditation. The exercises and poses of Reusi Dat Ton range from simple stretches 
which almost anyone could do to very advanced  poses which  could  take many years to master. 
 

Many of the  Reusi  Dat Ton techniques  are  similar  to or nearly identical  to some techniques in 
the Tibetan  Yoga Systems; which  themselves include  aspects of Indian Hatha Yoga  as well as indigenous   
Tibetan  Bon techniques that date back many thousands of years.   For example; some of the  self 
massage techniques,  exercises, poses, neuromuscular locks (bandhas in Sanskrit,) breathing patterns, 
ratios, visualizations and the way in which male and female practitioners  would practice the same 
technique  differently are almost identical. It is possible  that Reusi Dat Ton and some of the  Tibetan  
Yoga Systems are derived from a common  source, which Rishis brought with them as they moved down 
the Himalayan foothills into Southeast Asia. There are also techniques of Reusi Dat Ton that are  quite  
unique and may  have  been indigenous  to Southeast  Asia and were  later assimilated into what 
became the Reusi Dat Ton System in Thailand. 
 
Foundations of Traditional Thai Massage 
 
According to Reusi Tevijjo Yogi “The foundation and key to Traditional Thai massage is Reusi Dat 
Ton. Ancient Reusis, thru their own experimentation and experience, developed their 
understanding of the various bodies (physical, energetic and psychic, etc.) They discovered the postures, 
 
 
 
 



 
 channels, points, the winds and wind gates within themselves.  Later it was realized that these 
techniques could be adapted and applied  to others for their healing benefit, which is how Thai massage 
was developed.  So, in order to really understand Thai massage,  as a practitioner, one should  have a 
foundation in Reusi Dat Ton and be able to experience it within oneself and then apply it to others.  
It is not only the roots of Thai massage but it also unlocks the method for treating oneself and 
maintaining one's own health.” (Reusi Tevijjo Yogi) 
 
It  is  also interesting   to note that there  are  similarities  between certain  Thai massage techniques 
and some of the Indian Hatha  Yoga therapeutic  warming  up exercises (the Pawanmuktasana or 
wind liberating  and energy  freeing  techniques.) There is  even an advanced Hatha  Yoga pose, Poorna 
Matsyendrasana, which compresses the femoral artery and produces the same effect as “opening the 
wind gate” in Thai  massage. (Saraswati) 
 
Reusi Dat Ton in Traditional Art 
 
In Northeast Thailand, in Buriram province atop an extinct volcano  sits the  Ancient Khmer 
temple of Prasat Phnom Rung. Built between 900 and 1200AD,  this temple is dedicated to the 
Hindu God Shiva. The  pediment  over the  eastern doorway  features a sculpture  of an avatar  of Shiva  
in the  form of Yogadaksinamurti.   According  to the Department of Fine Arts  “Yogadaksinamurti  
means Shiva  in the form of the supreme ascetic, the one who gives and maintains wisdom, 
perception, concentration, asceticism, philosophy,  music and the ability  to heal  disease  with sacred  
chants.”   Here “Shiva  is dressed as a hermit with crowned headdress holding a rosary  in his right 
hand,  seated in the  lalitasana  position…surrounded   by  followers.   There are   figures   below   him 
that…represent the sick and wounded.”  (Department of Fine Arts).   All over the temple

one can see additional carvings of Reusis engaged in various activities.  In one carving of the “Five 
Yogis” (or Reusis) the  central  figure is the  God Shiva  in his incarnation  as Nagulisa, the founder of 
the  Pasupata sect of Shivaite Hinduism.  The four yogis on his sides are followers  of this Pasupata sect 
that is still active today in Nepal. 
 
In 1767, invading Burmese armies destroyed the old Thai capital of Ayutthaya.  Soon after his 
coronation in 1782, the Thai King Rama I established a new capital  in what is today Bangkok. He 
initiated a project to revive the Thai culture after the disaster of Ayutthaya. An old temple Wat 
Potharam, (popularly known as “Wat Po,”) was chosen to become the site of a  new Royal temple and 
formally  renamed Wat Phra Chetuphon.  Beginning in 1789, a renovation  and expansion  project  was 
begun on the temple. King Rama I also initiated a program to restore and preserve all branches of 
ancient Thai arts and sciences including: medicine, astrology, religion and literature. As part of this 
project, medical texts from across the kingdom were collected and brought to be stored at Wat Po. The 
King also ordered  the  creation  of a  set  of clay  Reusi  statues  depicting  various  Reusi  Dat Ton 
techniques. 
 
This restoration project  was continued by the Kings Rama II and Rama III. As part of this work, scholars 
compiled important texts on various ancient arts and sciences and created authoritative textbooks for 
each of these fields. In 1832, a project was begun to etch the medical texts into marble tablets. Medical 
theories regarding the origin and treatment of disease, massage charts and over 1000 herbal formulas 



were all recorded on the marble tablets. Gardens of medicinal herbs were also planted on the temple 
grounds. Thus, Wat Po was to become “a seat of learning for all classes of people in all walks of life” 
which would “expound all branches of traditional knowledge both religious and secular,” and serve as “an 
open university of traditional Thai culture with a “library of stone.” (Griswold, 319-321) 
 
 

By 1836, the clay Reusi Dat Ton statues created by order of King Rama I had deteriorated. To replace 
these, King Rama III commissioned the creation of 80 new Reusi Dat Ton statues.  Each statue  
depicted   a  different  Reusi  performing   a specific  Reusi  Dat Ton technique. For each statue there was a 
corresponding marble tablet upon which was etched a poem describing the technique and it’s curative 
effect. These poems were composed by various   important personalities   of the day.   Princes,   monks,   
government officials, physicians, poets, and even the King himself contributed verses. The original plan 
was to cast the statues with an alloy of zinc and tin, but unfortunately only the more perishable 
material stucco  was used. The statues were then painted and housed in special pavilions. Over the years 
most of the original statues have been lost or destroyed. Today only about 
20 remain and these are displayed upon two small hills near the Southern entrance of Wat Po. The 
marble tablets have been separated from their corresponding  statues and are now stored in the pavilion  
Sala Rai. 
 
Beginning in 2009, the casting of metal Reusi Dat Ton statues was begun.  These new statues are 
gradually appearing in and around the Wat Po Massage School near the Eastern

entrance of Wat Po.  So now after almost 200 years, Wat Po will soon finally have it’s complete set 
of 80 metal Reusi Dat Ton statues as originally envisioned by King Rama III. 
 
Textual Sources of Reusi Dat Ton 
 
We may never know what, if any Ancient  texts on Reusi Dat Ton may have existed and were lost when 
the invading  Burmese armies destroyed the old Thai capital of Ayutthaya in 1767. Today, the closest 
thing to an original  source text on Reusi Dat Ton is an 1838 manuscript commissioned by Rama III 
entitled The Book of Eighty Rishis Performing Posture Exercises to Cure Various Ailments. Like 
other manuscripts of the time, this text was printed on accordion like folded black  paper, known in 
Thai as  “Khoi.”   This text, popularly known as  the Samut Thai Kao features line drawings of the 
80 Wat Po Reusi Dat Ton statues along with their accompanying poems.  In the introduction, it states 
that Reusi Dat Ton is a   “…system  of posture  exercises invented  by experts to cure ailments and make 
them vanish away.”   (Griswold, 321)  This text is  housed  in the National  Library  in Bangkok. 
There  are also other editions of this text housed  in museums  and private collections as well. 
 
The Samut Thai Kao seems to follow an old tradition also found in ancient Indian, Nepali and 
Tibetan Yoga manuscripts that list 80 to 84 different techniques. The Samut Thai Kao is, however, 
only a partial  collection  of all the various Reusi Dat Ton techniques. A 1958 Wat Po publication,  The 
Book of Medicine includes a section on Reusi Dat Ton. While it contains verses based upon the poems 
at Wat Po, many of the accompanying illustrations depict completely different techniques. 
 
In the Southern Thai town of Songkhla, on the temple grounds of Wat Machimawat  is a pavilion 
known as the “Sala Reusi Dat Ton.”  High up on the inside walls of this pavilion is a mural which 
depicts 40 of the Reusi Dat Ton techniques along with the accompanying poems from the Samut Thai 
Kao. 
 



There is a special  section  devoted to Thai Medical history at the Mahidol University’s  Siriraj 
Medical Museum on the Bangkok Noi campus in Bangkok. There one can view a Reusi Dat Ton display 
which features small painted wood Reusi figures that depict over 60 different Reusi Dat Ton techniques. 
This display is based upon the 1958 Wat Po text The Book of Medicine. 
 
 

In  Nonthaburi, on the  Ministry of Public Health Campus  at the  Institute of Thai Traditional 
Medicine, there is the Thai Traditional  Medicine Museum. Inside the museum is a small display of Reusi 
Dat Ton statues.  Outside the museum is an artificial mountain upon which have  been  placed  
various  Reusi  statues  demonstrating  Reusi  Dat Ton techniques.  Within the mountain is the 
“Hermit’s Cave” which houses numerous small Reusi statues also depicting Reusi Dat Ton techniques.   
These statues depict techniques from both the Samut Thai Kao and The Book of Medicine. 
 
 

On the outskirts of Bangkok, in the town of Samut  Prakan,  is the  cultural park, the Ancient City 
or “Muang Boran.” One of the many attractions is a “Sala of 80 Yogi” which features 80 life-sized Reusi 
statues depicting various Reusi Dat Ton techniques. There are even depictions of Reusi Dat Ton 
techniques not found in either of the two Wat Po texts. While most of these statues are fairly accurate 
depictions of Reusi Dat Ton techniques, a few actually depict some Indian Hatha  Yoga techniques, 
which  are not part of the Reusi Dat Ton system. 
 
Students of Reusi Dat Ton should bear in mind that while some of the Reusi Dat Don statues, 
drawings, paintings  and poems  are beautiful works of art, they  were created by artists who were not 
necessarily all practitioners of Reusi Dat Ton. In fact, a number  of images are not entirely accurate 
depictions of the actual techniques.  Even in 1836, there was some uncertainty as to which technique 
produced which effect and some poems were used for more than one technique. Therefore, students of 
Reusi Dat Ton should also seek out living teachers who have learned from authentic sources such as 
actual Reusis who can teach the techniques in their authentic form. 
 
There are also additional Reusi Dat Ton techniques practiced by Reusis today, which  are not found in  
any text, nor depicted  in  any sculpture  or paintings.  These are also traditional techniques, which 
have been  passed down from teacher to student  over the centuries.  In total, there are  close  to 200 
different exercises  and poses,  including variations, in the entire Reusi Dat Ton system. 
 
The Benefits of Reusi Dat Ton 
 
In both the Samut Thai Kao and The Book of Medicine, the texts not only describe the 
techniques, but also ascribe a therapeutic  benefit  to each pose or exercise.  Some poems describe specific 
ailments while others use Sanskrit Ayurvedic  medical terminology. 
 
Some of the ailments mentioned include; abdominal discomfort and pain, arm discomfort, back pain, 
bleeding,  blurred vision,  chest  congestion,  chest discomfort  and pain, chin trouble,  chronic  disease, 
chronic  muscular discomfort,  congestion, convulsions, dizziness and vertigo, dyspepsia, facial paralysis, 
fainting, foot cramps,  pain  and numbness,  gas pain, generalized  weakness, generalized  sharp  pain, 
headache and migraine,  hand discomfort, cramps and numbness, heel and ankle joint pain, 
hemorrhoids, hip joint problems, joint pain, knee  pain and  weakness, lack of alertness, leg  
discomfort,   pain and  weakness, lockjaw, low back pain, lumbar pain, muscular cramps and stiffness, 
nasal bleeding, nausea, neck pain, numbness, pelvic pain, penis and urethra problems, scrotal distention, 
secretion in throat, shoulder and scapula discomfort  and pain, stiff neck, thigh discomfort, throat 



problems, tongue trouble,  uvula spasm, vertigo, waist trouble, wrist trouble, vomiting, and waist 
discomfort. 
 
Some of the Ayurvedic disorders described in the texts include; Wata (Vata in Sanskrit) in the head 
causing problems in meditation, severe Wata disease, Wata in the hands and feet,

Wata in the head, nose and shoulder, Wata in the thigh, Wata in the scrotum, Wata in the urethra,  Wata  
causing knee, leg and chest spasms, Wata causing blurred  vision, Sannipat (a very serious and difficult to 
treat condition due to the simultaneous imbalance of Water, Fire and Wind Elements which  may 
also involve  a toxic fever) an excess of Water Dhatu (possibly plasma or lymph fluids,) and “Wind” in 
the stomach.  Other benefits described in the old texts include; increased longevity and opening all of the 
“Sen” (Nadis in Sanskrit or channels of bioenergy flow within the subtle body.) 

 
 

In recent years, the Thai Ministry of Public Health  has published  several books on Reusi Dat Ton.  
According  these modern  texts, some of the benefits of Reusi Dat Ton practice include; improved agility 
and muscle coordination, increased joint mobility,  greater range of motion, better circulation, 
improved respiration improved digestion, assimilation and elimination, detoxification, stronger 
immunity, reduced stress   and anxiety, greater relaxation, improved concentration and meditation, 
oxygen therapy to the cells, pain relief, slowing of degenerative  disease and greater longevity.  (Subcharoen, 
5-7) 
 
A recent study  at Naresuan  University  in Phitsanulok,  Thailand,  found that  after one month of 
regular Reusi Dat Ton practice there was an improvement in anaerobic exercise performance in 
sedentary females. (Weerapong et al, 205) 
 
Reusi Dat Ton Today 
 
Today in Thailand, Reusi Dat Ton is being used in various ways. Some practice Reusi Dat Ton poses and 
exercises as a way  to improve and maintain overall health, in much the same  way  as Hatha   Yoga  and 
Chi Gong are  used  today.  Others  such as  Ajan Pisit Benjamongkonware  of  Pisit’s  Massage  School  
in  Bangkok use   Reusi Dat  Ton  in combination with traditional Thai Massage techniques as a system 
of therapy. They will use specific techniques  for specific ailments,  rather like  an ancient  system of 
rehabilitation similar to modern day Chiropractic  and Physical Therapy. Others consider the 
energetic effects with the aim of facilitating the normal healthy flow of bioenergy through the “Sen” or 
energy channels of the subtle body. There are also a few remaining  Reusis who still use Reusi Dat Ton 
in the traditional way  as part of their personal meditation and spiritual practice. 
 
The Institute of Thai Traditional Medicine at the Ministry of Public Health requires all their 
students of Thai Massage and Thai Traditional Medicine to attend Reusi Dat Ton classes as part  of 
their curriculum. In these classes, students learn  some of the self-massage techniques   as well as 15 poses 
and exercises. While based on Reusi Dat Ton, these 15 techniques are actually newly created 
modifications thought to be safe and easily practiced by anyone. In Bangkok, The Wat Po School of 
Traditional  Medicine offers a formal Reusi Dat Ton certification course in which students learn 18 of 
the poses and exercises. The Massage School Chiang Mai offers a formal Reusi Dat Ton certificate  course, 
which is accredited by the Thai Ministry of Education. Their course is based on the same 15 poses and 
exercises as taught by the Ministry of Public Health.  There are also a number of other



places offering  Reusi  Dat  Ton classes.  Most of these programs  teach  either  one or a combination of 
both of the two different programs,  as taught  by the Ministry of Public Health and Wat Po.  There  
are also a number  of commercially  available Reusi Dat Ton books and videos. 
 
Today in Thailand, there are a dwindling number of true Reusis and few young people are interested in 
learning the traditional arts and  sciences in their authentic forms. Much of the traditional 
knowledge of the Reusi traditions is in danger of being lost.   Nowadays, most modern day students 
and teachers of Reusi Dat Ton have learned from second or third hand sources such as commercially 
available books, videos and classes. They  have not had access to primary sources such  as actual Reusis or 
even the Samut Thai Kao.  If this trend continues, there is a danger of Reusi Dat Ton becoming 
diluted and distorted like Hatha Yoga has become in today’s popular culture. Today we may well be 
seeing the last generation of teachers with an actual living link to the ancient traditions of the past 
and who are able to transmit the authentic teachings of Reusi Dat Ton. Serious students of Reusi 
Dat Ton would do well to seek out actual Reusis who have themselves learned from older Reusis who  
serve as a living link in the lineage of this ancient tradition. 
 
Possible Future Research 
 
A possible research  project would be to seek  out Reusis  and traditional healers  across Thailand.  
 One would then learn  as much as possible about Reusi Dat Ton from them and compile it.  This way the 
authentic teachings of this ancient tradition would not be lost in case these people die without being 
able to pass their knowledge on to the next generation. It could also be well worth investigating the 
many claims  about  the therapeutic effects attributed to Reusi Dat Ton practices in the old texts. 
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